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OUR RESOURCES -
AT YOUR DISPOSAL

New ways of connecting, new ways of working
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• Full control over the entire delivery process

• Recognisable red livery

• Spare parts for  fast completion of service work

• CSCS and First Aid qualified installation teams

• DSE Assessor trained

• Safe Driver courses completed by driving staff

• JPA uniforms for easy recognition

• Teams carry ID cards and are DBS checked

• White glove service available

• Storage capacity for peace of mind

The JPA delivery fleet is fitted with the latest safety 
equipment, route planning and tracking software 
to ensure that your furniture arrives safely, on time, 
every time:

Warehouse, Fleet and Fitting Team

“JPA delivery and fitting staff have always been 
helpful and resourceful in overcoming obstacles 
as they have arisen”
Scott Foulon
Building Projects Manager

Our Unique Factors:
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Our Skilled Fitters Can Complete Bespoke Work On Site

Cut and scribe around pillar

Cut and scribe around pillar

Cut and scribe in desktop

On site tailoring Precision fitting & carpentry

Cut and scribe around pillar and window recess

Cut and scribe around pillar

Cut out for till in steel storage
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Own Installation Team, Vehicles And Warehouse
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Our CSCS Trained Fitters
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Our Operation

As one of the few office fit out companies to have retained 
its own fleet, fitting teams and warehousing, we have control 
over the entire order process. Our resources can be deployed 
at short notice, tailored to clients requirements, ensuring rapid 
response, peace of mind and excellence in customer care.

Our fitters are easily identifiable in their JPA uniforms, are fully 
CSCS trained and DBS checked for security. They are helpful, 
polite and here to help.
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Providing Related Advice And Expertise

Rapidly renewable
Grown, not man-made
Totally biodegradable
Low energy footprint
Low CO2 impact
Appearance retention
Inherently soil hiding
Does not attract dust & dirt
Stretch and recovery
Breathable
Insulating
Feel good
Fire retardant
No flaming droplets
Low smoke toxicity
Low flame spread
Self-extinguishing

It’s natural and renewable and has been around for millions of years.  And it
will be here long after the oil-based synthetics have gone.  But it’s not just
environmental, it’s the best performance fiber there is, with multiple smart
abilities which have never been matched by man-made fibers.  It has a
microscopic armor like coating that preserves its beautiful appearance for
longer.  It has natural crimp which prevents flattening and resists wear, while
its luxurious drape and stretch make it the perfect accompaniment to the
curves and contours of sculptured furniture shapes.  It enjoys a natural cell
structure, making it a “feel good” breathable fiber which can absorb and
evaporate moisture for total user comfort.  And it’s fire safe thanks to its high
moisture and nitrogen content, it’s difficult to ignite, forms a char against
flaming and in a severe fire situation will not melt, drip or give off noxious
fumes.

Wool... ...at a glance


